Twisted Threads (A Cape Trouble Novel) (Volume 3)

The Cape Trouble series is an original romantic suspense series from RITA-Award-winning
author Janice Kay Johnson. Known for delivering stories that combine strong, realistic
characters, compelling mysteries and deeply emotional romances, Johnson once again delivers
in the first book, Shroud of Fog. The secrets of the past haunt the present… Cape Trouble, a
tiny Oregon Coast town, was named for the dangerous off-shore reefs. But some of its citizens
seek refuge from their own troubles…which have a way of following them. Emily Drake has
clung to her solitude for four long years after the tragic death of her husband and child, filling
empty days stitching quilts that will be heirlooms for other families, never her own. It takes a
terror-filled escape from a midnight intruder to open her eyes. She desperately wants to
embrace life again…if death’s next approach isn’t utterly silent. Detective Sean Holbeck is
powerfully drawn to his new neighbor, a woman threatened by an unknown enemy. He’s
already investigating a murder that he fears is just the beginning. Until he knows why the
victim was chosen, he can’t stop a killer…or protect Emily, who may hold the key to
understanding an enraged man set on vengeance. Dark threads of past and present, guilt and
grief and pain, have twisted together until only love and trust might untangle them before a
killer strikes again…
What people are saying about the romantic suspense novels of Janice
Kay Johnson: [G]uaranteed to have you looking over your shoulder more than once in this
explosive, fast-paced thriller. - Linda Silverstein, ROMANTIC TIMES (on Dangerous
Waters) Studded with tension and skillfully riveting, [it] will capture you from the first page
and wont let go until the end. - Kay Gragg, AFFAIRE DE COEUR (on Dangerous Waters)
“Janice Johnson always delivers fine, strong writing with an emotional, heartfelt punch.” Jayne Ann Krentz, New York Times Bestselling Author Janice Kay Johnson adds a special
touch to a problem ripped out of todays headlines with memorable characters, strong interplay
and a few heart-stopping moments. - Pamela Cohen, ROMANTIC TIMES (on Jack Murray,
Sheriff) “I’ve never read Ms. Johnson’s work before and all I can say is I will be finding
everything else she’s ever written. This story is so masterful it takes you inside this small
town and really makes you think you are there.” - Sara HJ, HARLEQUIN JUNKIES (on
Everywhere She Goes) Although this is a stand-alone novel, the reading order for the Cape
Trouble series is: Shroud of Fog (Book 1) See How She Runs (Book 2) Twisted Threads
(Book 3)
Desert Rose, Explorers of the Infinite: The Secret Spiritual Lives of Extreme Athletes-and
What They Reveal About Near-D eath Experiences, Psychic Communication, and Touching
the Beyond, Warrior: Wolves of Angels Rest #4, Luke (Redemption Romance) (Volume 1),
Airframe Test Guide 2009: The Fast-Track to Study for and Pass the FAA Aviation
Maintenance Technician Airframe Knowledge Test (Fast Track series),
The Man Behind The Cop [Janice Kay Johnson] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
Paperback.Shroud of Fog (A Cape Trouble Novel). +. Whisper of Revenge (A Cape Trouble
Novel) (Volume 4). +. Twisted Threads (A Cape Trouble Novel) (Volume 3).#BookReview of
#BluesPoint from #ReadersFavorite - https:///book-review/blues-point Reviewed by Divine
Zape for Readers Favorite There are 3 primary works and 3 total works in the 3 Good Cops
Series. His Partners Wife by. Janice Kay Johnson (Goodreads Author). 3.55 avg rating — 40
ratings — published 2001 — 6 editions book 1 Cape Trouble (5 books) Trouble #1) · See
How She Runs (Cape Trouble #2) · Twisted Threads (Cape Trouble #3) Editorial Reviews.
Review. [G]uaranteed to have you looking over your shoulder more than 3.9 out of 5 stars
(20). $2.99. 3. Twisted Threads (A Cape Trouble Novel … .. beat a little faster, it is a good
mystery. Published on March 3, 2016.Find the complete Cape Trouble book series by Janice
Kay Johnson. Great deals on one Twisted Threads - Book #3 of the Cape Trouble book series.
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Twisted See How She Runs (A Cape Trouble Novel). +. Shroud of Fog (A Cape Trouble
Novel). +. Twisted Threads (A Cape Trouble Novel) (Volume 3). Total price: Editorial
Reviews. About the Author. Janice Kay Johnson is the author of more than ninety books for
children and adults, including the Cape Trouble novels of Twisted Threads (Cape Trouble #3)
by. Janice Kay Johnson (Goodreads Author). 4.18 avg rating — 100 ratings — published 2015
— 2 editions book 3. Want to Trigger Words (A Cape Trouble Novel) [Janice Kay Johnson]
on . She Runs (Book 2) Twisted Threads (Book 3) Whisper of Revenge (Book 4) Trigger
Words (A Cape Trouble Novel Book 5) Kindle Edition. by . ?2.42. 3. Twisted Threads (A
Cape Trouble Novel … Janice Kay Johnson · 5.0 out of 5 stars Branding Magazine is an
eccentric brand and marketing magazine that celebrates, reviews, and previews Zimbabwean
brands for profit and growth, founded in
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